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Solutions 
 

S1. Ans.(c) 

Sol. The passage does not imply that “elders rightly suggested.” The other options are hardly 

inferences, but are more or less stated in the passage at different places. 

 

S2. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Parvenus [pronounced: parvenu(y)s] means one that has recently or suddenly risen to an 

unaccustomed position of wealth or power and has not yet gained the prestige, dignity, or manner 

associated with it. 

 

S3. Ans.(b) 

Sol. This stated in the passage. “It was for this precise reason that I yearned for them: because two ice 

creams suggested excess.” Intemperance means “excess” or “lack of moderation.” 

 

S4. Ans.(b) 

Sol. The answer has to be derived from the second last paragraph. However, elimination works best 

in this question. The work “immoral” eliminates the first option. The word “amoral” eliminates the 

third option. Option (d) is irrelevant as there is nothing in the passage to suggest “risk”—the idea has 

to be eliminated. Option (e) is contrary to what is stated in the passage. The question is itself contrary 

to this option. Only option (b) can be inferred. 

 

S5. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Didactic means making moral observations. It is stated obliquely in the passage, when the writer 

states,” I dimly sensed that there was another secret justification, cruelly pedagogical, but I was 

unable to grasp it.” The other options are not worth considering if the meanings of the words are 

clear to you. Option (b) may be considered but the writer denies that the reason was dietetic, hence 

eliminated. 

 

S6. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Correct choice is Option D. 

 

S7. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Sybarites- a person who is self-indulgent in their fondness for 

sensuous luxury. 

Synonyms- hedonist, sensualist, voluptuary, libertine, pleasure 

seeker, playboy, epicure, glutton, gourmand, gastronome 

 

S8. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Liturgy-a form or formulary according to which public 

religious worship, especially Christian worship, is conducted. 

Synonyms- ritual, worship, service, ceremony, rite, observance, 

celebration, ordinance, office 
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S9. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Sumptuous- splendid and expensive-looking. Synonyms- lavish, luxurious, deluxe, opulent, 

magnificent, resplendent, gorgeous, splendid, grand 

 

S10. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Stumble- to walk unsteadily or clumsily, to speak or act in a hesitant or faltering manner, to trip 

in walking or running 

 

S11. Ans.(d) 

Sol. he public is ready to invest in these banks because of the knowledge that these banks get strong 

support from the Government. (Refer last two sentences of para 1) 

 

S12. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Something that has a sudden and positive effect on something, providing encouragement and 

new activity. Hence Option C.  

 

S13. Ans.(e) 

Sol. Refer to these lines. "While others are on a cost cutting spree and firing employees, Indian 

Companies are actually working on boosting staffing in banking and broking sectors. ". Here author 

talks about the benefits of recession only on the banking sector in India. 

 

S14. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Increased hiring in Indian financial sector in times of economic slowdown (Refer para 2) 

 

S15. Ans.(b) 

Sol. (A) is not true because the passage says that “the pace of growth is a little slow now.” (B) is true 

from the very first sentence of the passage. (C) is false as the recession still has its impact in the 

passage. 

 

S16. Ans.(c) 

Sol. The basic reason why the despicable practice of manual scavenging still persists in India is 

because there is negligible or no support by society to eliminate this most inhuman of professions. 

 

S17. Ans.(e) 

Sol. Indian agriculture is characterized by low scale and low productivity. About 85% of the 

operational land-holdings in the country are below 5 acres and 67% farm households survive on an 

average landholding of one acre. 

 

S18. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Plastics had their origin in cellulose derivatives. The first synthetic plastic was called Bakelite 

and was derived from fossil fuels. During the Second World War, large-scale production of plastic 

was directed towards the war effort. 
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S19. Ans.(d) 

Sol. The notion that people care more about the nominal value of money rather than its real value. 

According to this idea, workers, for instance, would be impressed if their wages double in a year 

even if the real value of their money were to drop by more than half during the same period 
 

S20. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Trying to be something that you are not is not possible. The very want is no different than any 

other want that we might have. 

 
S21. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Correct sequence is CEBAFD. 

 
S22. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Correct sequence is CEBAFD. 

 
S23. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Correct sequence is CEBAFD. 

 
S24. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Correct sequence is CEBAFD. 

 
S25. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Correct sequence is CEBAFD. 

 
S26. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Option C is the correct choice. Statement III is the best connecting statement because the sentence 

before blank discuss about fastest growing major economies, which than only choice III takes further.  

 
S27. Ans.(d) 

Sol. 'but' is a hint here, which indicates, contrast with the statement before the blank. Hence, 

statement III eliminated as it shows no contrast. Statement II is the correct choice and gives coherent 

meaning 

 
S28. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Option A is the correct choice. Statement I is the only coherent meaning here.  

 

S29. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Option A is the correct choice. Statement II and III do not fit with the sentence given after the 

blank. 

 
S30. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Eliminating from the choice given, statement I is incorrect as it is in past tense and hence not in 

sync with the given statement. Statement  III also get eliminated as it is redundant. 

Only choice II is correct and Hence is the right answer. 
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S31. Ans.(b) 
Sol. The Correct choice is option B. 
 
S32. Ans.(d) 

Sol. The Correct choice is option D. 

 

S33. Ans.(b) 

Sol. The Correct choice is option B. 

 

S34. Ans.(d) 

Sol. The Correct choice is option D. 

 

S35. Ans.(a) 

Sol. The Correct choice is option A. 

 

S36. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Correct sequence is DAC 

Statement B is out of context. It is the misfit statement here, which contribute no coherent meaning to 

the passage. Sentence D is the opening statement, Followed by A. Statement C further explains it.  

 

S37. Ans.(e) 

Sol. The correct sequence is CEAB. 

statement D is out of context. C is the introductory sentence, followed by E, A and B. D is out of 

context. 

 

S38. Ans.(b) 

Sol. The correct sequence is BDEA. C is out of context. 

 

S39. Ans.(d) 

Sol. The correct sequence is BCED. Statement A is out of context. Statement B logically initiate the 

discussion, followed by C, which further elaborates Idea introduced in B. D is the concluding 

statement.  

 

S40. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Correct Choice is option C. Statement D is out of context. Statement B is most likely the starting 

sentence. Now that we know statement B is the starting statement A and C get eliminated as the 

second sentence. Statement E follows B, which is then followed by A and C. Now we can see 

Sentence D has no correlation with the aerospace industry, and its business, We can rule out Sentence 

D.  
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